
Platform and sensor solution for boats and
other moveable carriers

Stabilized marine dual camera system Range gated camera with 1500 m range



Two technologies for stabilized video cameras

*1           Gyro stabilized pan and tilt units / gimbals
The traditional way that is very good and costly. 

Laseroptronix have a new techniology with micro 
mechanical gyros that is far less costly and still very 

good. Ciost idea about Euro 20K for a marine 
designed solution for 10-15 Kg

*2     Elctronic image stabilizing by image processing
New thinking based on FPGA processing and new 

mathematics. Black box design for analogue cameras. 
Easy to operate and very cost efficient equal to 

about Euro 2000 only



Low cost stabilized gimbal with gyro control

Rapid 2 axis stabilizing
2-4 cameras and sensors

of max 15 kg
Waterproof and stainless 

design
Geopointing capability by 
GPS  and map interface

or joystick control

This is very suitable for  boat and car applications and 
price level makes many impossible applications realistic.

Operation by PC system or joystick



Video stabilizing technology

This is a black box unit that removes most of 
motions in the analogue video stream.
Simple operation but still very useable

Very attractive price so cost is not more an issue

Test view with split screenBlack box design



Contrast enhancement of video

Black box design that read the video stream and 
by matematical operations enhance image quality a lot.

Night View low 
cost  video 

enhancement
Euro 2000 only



Range gated active laser cameras

The camera that can tell the distance to what is viewed
Only operation in twilight and nights

Increase visibility range by factor 2-3 in bad weather
Extremely efficient to see objects in water surface

Near IR operation at 830 nm

Sealynx system in operation  
at coast guard
in Baltic areas



FOI Tests in Sweden some years ago.
Range gating up to 10 km distance

Range gating increase visibility range by factor 2 to 3 in 
bad weather at night time

Range gated are very good to see intruders hidden inside 
vegetation cowered up to 80%



Marine views with range gated cameras

Canoe at 600 
meter distance

Behind the canoe
there is a shore

Pier with buoys and
logs for boats

See through 
vegetation

Man 100 meter 
away positive view

Man 100 meter away 
negative view



EM CCD cameras Dynaview

By far the most sensitive night vision camera
25% more sensitive than any image intensifier on market 

including Omni 4 and Omni 5 from USA
Day and night operation and 100 000 in dynamic range

Split screen comparison of Dynaview and high level intensifier

EM-CCD cameras are cooled 
and have a special array



Thermal cameras

New solutions in Thermal cameras makes it possible to 
offer a rather good camera for less Euro 1500.

Mounts can carry a multitide of cameras and operator can 
swicth to what is best

Images done by a 
240x320 pixels 

camera

Thermal cameras in combination 
with other cameras are by far the 

best solution



Active laser cameras

Advantage is good performace related to costs
Ranges in good weather over 10 Km on some models

Disadvantage is they are active and visible but they knock 
out opposite parts googles and nivis equipment

Left  Camera system for border control
Range 3000 meter

Right. Image of forest at 
night at 7000 meter distance



Active laser cameras.
They can have very long ranges of several km and 

works in not to bad weather
Left image of fishers are at 1200 meter 

distance in dense darkness through some vegetation
Right image of a Russian border patrol is 

done at 200 meter distance



Retro reflex detection cameras 

Special model designed to detect an enemy optical systems 
by the retroreflex methode ( cat eye)

Range up to 1200 meters in day and night
Can be used as a night vision device

Perfect to know anyone is looking at you from a hidden position



Antiobserver system

Scanns horizon for retro reflexes of optical systems
Detect the optics that is found and make an alarm

Inform about angle and distance to the detected reflex



Laserr distance meters / designators

Laserdistance meters can be carried by the gimbal.
Distance and angle and global coordinates can be 

detected if linked to a GPS system
Ranged from 2000 meter to 25 Km



Laser radar for 3 d mapping and  apperance

Ladar systems can work as a 3D camera 
and generate 3D images

Ladar systems can also see like a camera and make alarms 
based on 3D imnaging and not with any grey scale

This tchnology is now used in UKL for sea shore mapping from boats


